Management is about organizing and coordinating work, setting goals and developing strategies. But management is also about acting with integrity, exercising leadership and raising the bar of professional practice. Students graduating with a degree in management are inspired and prepared to lead.
Success in the Classroom

The management major at Breech aims to prepare professional managers to pursue their particular lines of interest. The program of study challenges students to apply their learning in individual and team projects in class as well as outside of the classroom.

“I love Breech because the professors really care about you and your education. They are always there to help with whatever you need.”

- Carolyn Adams ’14

Management majors get solid foundational knowledge in key areas such as:

›› Leadership
›› Organizational behavior
›› Ethics
›› Corporate responsibility
›› Law/regulation
›› Strategy

Success in Management

Breech management students are prepared for careers in the profit and non-profit sectors, or to further their education in graduate or law school. One of the most exciting aspects of the field is that management can be practiced in any area that draws interest. The possibilities are limited only by the student’s imagination and initiative.

Some examples of career choices for management majors:

›› Professional manager in a particular line of interest
›› Human resource manager
›› Project manager
›› Retail manager
›› Financial services manager

Alumni Spotlight: Tomaz Lanisek ’02

Cluster Director (General Sales Director), Slovenia and ex-Yugoslavian countries, Goodyear Dunlop Sava Tires

“The Breech School of Business opened doors into various new views of career goals, of socially responsible actions, and how leaders are or should be. The professors’ broad knowledge and experience made the classes interesting as they emphasized major concepts in business that are on my mind during my daily tasks even now.”